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Welcome to the 
Bestseller Guide
With so many cleaning products available in the janitorial industry, the cleaning experts at Robert Scott have put together this guide to 
help make it simpler to select the best products for the right cleaning area.
These star performers include the handy ‘Spanky’ High Level Cleaning tool for cleaning hard to reach corners and edges, and the 
innovative Cleano range for cleaning windows and indoor surfaces without the need for buckets or ladders.
For middle level surfaces the guide features a broad range of cleaning cloths – including the new disposable Mi-Cloth – scourers and the 
popular Erase-All Sponge. 
And the guide features a range of floor cleaning products including traditional mops and buckets, to increasingly popular microfibre kits, 
trolleys, washroom accessories and bins.
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High Level Cleaning Tool
The ‘spanky’ is perfect for dusting areas that are hard to reach and bends into the 
desired shape. Ergo-Globe telescopic handle with push-pull/cone fitting for flat mop 
frames. Rotating ‘ergo-ball’ top supports wrist whilst mopping reducing strain. 
7cm x 55cm. High level code: 101102. Handle code: 103164.

High Level Microfibre Dusting Sleeve
Sleeve picks up dust and dirt and goes with the high level cleaning tool. Available in 
blue and white. 8cm x 55cm. Blue code: 100684 | White code: 100687.

Cobweb Brush 
Heavy duty bristle pipe brush on a strong and durable wire frame, fits onto the 
telescopic handle, push fit handle and heavy gauge handle. Code: 101534.

Hi-Shine Multi-Surface Kit
A microfibre kit for cleaning high levels and difficult areas without the use of chemicals. 
Use on glass panels, stainless steel, balustrades and mirrors. Comes with an extendable 
handle for hard to reach areas, includes x5 microfibre cleaning pads, x5 Hi-Shine cloths. 
Code: 100297.

High Level Cleaning Tool & Handle

TOP LEVEL CLEANING
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Bambino Cleano
Handy for cleaning internal glass on public transport or glass panels that require quick 
and easy access, and can also be used for cleaning table tops. Use with a glass pad for 
windows, and glass or spot pad for tiles and ceramic surfaces. Code: 101554.

Cleano Range
Save time and safely clean smooth, indoor surfaces and windows without the need for 
buckets and ladders. Cleano is an entirely mechanical tool and doesn’t use batteries 
or wires. With a unique, integral pump system and easily-cleaned nozzle it sprays fluid 
directly onto surfaces and cleans using detachable microfibre pads. 1m code: 101557 
| 1.4m code: 101559 | 3m code: 101558 | 6m code: 101560 | Replacement pads code: 
101562.

Ergo-Globe & Telescopic Handle
Telescopic handle with push-pull/cone fitting for all collar and grip products. Rotating 
‘ergo-ball’ top supports wrist whilst cleaning, reducing strain. Cone fitting code: 103164 
| Drilled fitting code: 103152.

Telescopic Handle & Connector
For high up and awkwardly placed windows, reducing the need for ladders and staging. 
High quality strong lightweight telescopic aluminium. Wide choice of lengths to choose 
from. Complete with end cone. 2m x 2m. Code: 103157.

Cleano Window Cleaning System 6m: 101560

Fits our cobweb 

brush and all our 

window cleaning 

equipment
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Velette Cloth
Machine washable hard-wearing cloths for general 
purpose. Contains antibacterial agent to help prevent 
odours. Colour coded and each sheet measures 50cm x 
35cm. 25 pack. Code: 100242.

Bleached Dish Cloth
Super heavy weight for strength and durability. Colour 
coded. 40cm x 38cm. 10 pack. Code: 100136.

Maxi Cloth
A heavy duty, super absorbent, strong non-woven cloth. 
Suitable for all-round cleaning tasks. 38cm x 40cm. 
5 pack. Code: 100229.

Exel® Supercloth
Durable knitted textile cloth, excellent absorbency and 
spillage pick up, cleans away dirt quickly and easily. Col-
our coded. 250gsm. 40cm x 40cm. 10 pack. Code: 101157.

Colour Coded Finger Gripped 
Sponge Scourer
With cut-out grips for easy handling. 13cm x 7cm x 4cm. 
Colour coded. 10 pack. Code: 102422.

Hygiene Cloth 
Coloured stripes make it easy to identify cloth for colour 
coding. 40cm x 30cm. 10 pack. Code: 100755.

Hi-Shine Cloth
A thick, semi-disposable 140gsm microfibre cloth which 
is great for smear-free cleaning of stainless steel, 
windows and other shiny surfaces. It is absorbent and 
dries quickly after use. Machine washable. 40cm x 40cm. 
10 pack. Code: 101172.

Handy Wipes
A cost effective semi-disposable wiping cloth. 
60cm x 30cm. 50 pack. Code: 102840.

MIDDLE LEVEL CLEANING

Hygiene Cloth: 100753

Big brand 

alternative Microfibre
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Yellow Duster
A cotton rich good all-round performing duster. 
50cm x 40cm. 10 pack. Code: 103525.

Erase-All Sponge
The Erase-All is a multi-surface cleaning sponge which 
removes stubborn stains from most surfaces. Quick 
results with minimum effort. No need for chemicals, just 
wet and wipe. 10 pack. Code: 102428.

Mi-Cloth Microfibre Range
A new, low cost disposable cloth range with all of the 
benefits of microfibre. An effective cleaning cloth designed 
to be disposed of after use to prevent cross contamination. 
Cloth size 38cm x 32cm. Sheet size 26cm x 31cm. 
50 pack code: 103216 | 250 sheet roll code: 103217.

Terry Tea Towel
Looped yarn for extra absorbency. 45cm x 68cm. 
10 pack. Code: 102801.

Green Tuffguy Scourer
Catering quality scouring pads. 23cm x 15cm. 
10 pack. Code: 102447.

Tuffguy Sponge Scourer
Ideal for heavy duty applications. Large catering size. 
14cm x 9cm x 3.5cm. 10 pack. Code: 102418.

Mi-Cloth Roll: 103217

Microfibre

Available
as a 

floor pad 
(p12)
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Professional Bucket & Wringer 15 litre
High profile wringer means overspill goes back into the 
bucket, not onto the floor. ‘Caution wet floor’ printed on 
both sides. Code: 102946.

Bucket & Wringer 12 litre
Contract mop bucket and wringer. Slide lip for easy 
pouring. Code: 102945.

Phoenix Bucket & Wringer 10 litre
A new professional 10 litre bucket and wringer. The 
lightweight bucket has enhanced strength from a fully 
supported wringer and benefits from a strong, ergonomic 
carry handle. Code: 102951.

Exel® Revolution Mop 250g
Produced from a unique 50/50 blend of bleached cotton 
and synthetic yarn. Code: 103075 

Exel® Handle 137cm
Lightweight aluminium handle with colour coded grip 
and easy push fit fitting for Exel® sockets. Code: 103171.

Big White Exel® Praire Mop 250g
Lightweight and absorbent leaving floors drier quicker. 
Suitable for smaller floor areas, colour coded and 
available in various sizes. Push-fit Exel® fitting. 
Code: 102246.

BOTTOM LEVEL CLEANING

Exel® PY Socket Mops 200g 
The patented hard wearing Exel® fitting is unique to 
Robert Scott. Absorbent PY yarn for everyday use. 
Code: 102266.

Big White Exel® Mop 117g
A Big White socket mop with the hard wearing push-fit 
Exel® fitting. Lightweight and absorbent leaving floors 
drier quicker. Code: 102199.

Big White Exel® Praire Mop: 102246
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Buffalo Bucket & Wringer 25 litre
A professional bucket and wringer combo offering great 
performance and durability. Unique curved polypropylene 
body avoids water spillage. Code: 101253.

Stay Flat Kentucky Mop 450g
Manufactured from hard-wearing twine cotton yarn.  
Code: 100930.

Plastic Kentucky Clip
Manufactured from first grade plastic for long life. 
Code: 100988.

Multi Kentucky Mop 450g
Made with multi yarn, giving an excellent combination of 
both abrasion resistance and absorbtion. Code: 100951.

Abbey Hygiene Handle 125cm
A lightweight aluminium mop handle with colour-
coded grip. Screw fitting to accept socket mops, hygiene 
brushware and squeegees. Code: 103132.

Contract Handle 133cm
Colour coded, plastic coated steel handle. Code: 103133.

Hygiemix T1 Socket Mop 200
Unique 50/50 blend of bleached cotton and synthetic 
yarn for absorbency and strength. Code: 103062.

Galvanised Bucket 13 litre
13 litre galvanised steel bucket and wringer, long lasting, 
great for more traditional cleaning requirements. 
Code: 101474.

Exel® Big White Mop: 102199

Interchange

compatible

Entry 
level
price
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BOTTOM LEVEL CLEANING

Stream Double Sided Drying Mop Pad (Flagged)
More area cleaned with one mop, saving time, reducing laundry costs and halving stock. 
Unique magnetic mop pad allows mop to be changed without the user touching dirty 
mops. Features colour coded tabs. 45cm x 14cm. Code: 100667.

Microtex Scrub Mop Pad (Flagged)
Can be used with both ‘clip-frame’ and ‘break-frame’. More abrasive for tougher cleaning, 
ideal for cleaning safety flooring. Colour coded tabs. Washable. 45cm x 14cm. 
Code: 100668.

Microtex Flat Mop Pad (Flagged)
Made from microfibre and comes with colour coded tabs. 30cm x 16cm. 5 pack. 
Code: 100670 

Microspeedy Mop Pads (Flagged)
More abrasive for tougher cleaning, ideal for cleaning safety flooring. Fully washable 
with colour coded tabs, ears and pockets. Can be used with both ‘clip-frame’ and ‘break-
frame’. 

Stream Mop Kit: 100303

Microtex Flat Mop Kit: 100644

Microspeedy Kit: 101284

100662 100651

100666

100655 100657

Jet spray, double sided 
magnetic microfibre mop. 

More floor cleaned with 
one mop and without 
the need for a bucket.

For spot cleaning - no 
bucket required. For use 

on non-slip or wooden 
floors. 

Velcro microfibre mop 
heads are easy to 

remove and washable. 
Use the scrub mop or 

fastnet sponge for more 
abrasive cleaning. 

The multi-angled holder 
makes hard-to-reach 

areas easy to clean.

A complete flat mopping 
system with a folding 

break-frame that’s impact 
resistant and durable. 

The starter kit includes a 
40cm flat mop head with 
easy to use ‘eyelet & flap’ 
fittings, aluminium Abbey 

handle and 20 litre 
mopping combo bucket.

Stream Double Sided Scrub Mop Pad (Flagged)
Same as the drying mop above, but with abrasive fibres for tackling tougher dirt. 
Features colour coded tabs. 45cm x 14cm. Code: 100668.
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Caution Cone
The new stackable cone with ‘caution’ boldy printed 
on both sides. Made from polypropylene, bright yellow 
colour. Code: 101464.

Wet Floor Sign
Perfect for providing warning of potential slip and trip 
hazards that might occur after floor cleaning or spills. 
These signs are easy to see in eye-catching bright yellow 
rigid plastic with vivid red/black graphics on either side. 
Code: 101423.

Washable Broom 30cm
Available in soft and stiff bristles, these brooms are just 
the job for sweeping indoor or outdoor areas with the 
advantage of being able to wash after use. Fits the 
Abbey handle.  Soft code: 102910 | Stiff code: 102903.

Washable Deck Scrub 23cm
Stiff bristles for aggressive scouring of non-slip floors etc. 
Fits the Abbey handle. Code: 102854.

Washable Grout Brush 23cm
Stiff angled bristles for effective cleaning in tiled areas. 
Multi swivel head gets right into corners. Fits the Abbey 
handle. Code: 102856.

Closed for Cleaning Sign: 101442

All fit 
the Abbey 
handle

Washable Hand Brush
A hand held brush with a curved front, to get right into 
corners easily. Colour coded and machine washable. 
Code: 102995.

Washable Washing Up Brush
For general washing up duties either in a professional 
environment or at home. Code: 102998. 

Heavy Duty Floor Squeegees 45cm
Heavy duty reinforced plastic with twin foam rubber 
blades and handle socket with ferrule to accept up to 
25mm dia handles. Code: 101499. 

Margin
maker

The essential spring loaded 
‘Closed for cleaning’ warning 

sign. Forms a perfect barrier to 
prevent unwanted entry whilst 

cleaning is in progress.
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Dustbeater Mop Pad 60cm 
Replacement heads for dustbeater frame and handle.  
Code: 102318

Dustbeater Frame & Handle 60cm
Lightweight and easy to use. Acrylic yarn sweeper mop 
with handle and break-frame. Code: 102317 

Dustbeater Wire Frame
Frame to fit dust beaters and sweeper mop heads. 
Code: 101407

V Sweeper Frame & Handle
Lightweight, efficient and easy to use. Dust control 
sweepers with ‘break frame’ colour coded acrylic sweeper 
heads and aluminium handle. Code: 101409

Maxi Erase-All & Octopus Cleaning Tool
All the benefits of the hand-held Erase-All Sponge, now 
as a floor pad. Great for removing scuff marks from floors 
and skirting boards without the need to bend - efficient 
and ergonomic! Use with the Abbey Hygiene Handle 
page 9. Maxi Erase-All code: 102431 | Octopus Tool code: 
101105. 

V Sweeper Pads Blue Pair
Polycotton replacement dust pads for V sweeper. 
Code: 102301

Jolly Trolley
This compact cleaning cart is both space efficient and 
versatile. Designed to accommodate common cleaning 
items and waste collection. Ideal for use in confined 
areas with limited storage space. Complete with bag. 
Code: 101272.

Port-A-Cart
Convenient multi-purpose cleaners trolley. 100 litre vinyl 
waste bag, 3 strong structural foam trays and mop clip. 
Strong tubular steel frame with support tray for heavy-
duty work, hard wearing powder coated finish. 
Cart code: 101287 | Replacement bag code: 101286.

Dry Dusting Forshaga Mop System
The dust strip fibres attract dust for maximum dry 
dusting/mopping effectiveness.  Alloy mop frame - rust 
resistant alloy, lightweight with screw handle fitting and 
clips to secure dust strip. Fits the Abbey handle. 
Frame code: 101120 | Mop rolls code: 100531.

Dustpan & Brush (Soft or Stiff)
Durable plastic with rubber lip edge. Available in both 
soft and stiff bristles. Colour coded for professional use. 
Soft code: 102940 | Stiff code: 102942.

Golden Magnet Sweeper Complete 60cm
Extra heavy for professional use attracts dust without 
chemical treatment. Code: 102331

Golden Magnet Sweeper Pad 60cm
Replacement head for golden magnet frame and handle.
Code: 102332 
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WASHROOM

Stainless Steel Toilet Brush Set
A toilet brush and holder with a more modern 
appearance. Durable floor standing holder, the quality 
bristle brush simply hangs in place. Code: 102958.

LooBlade®
LooBlade is better at getting under the rim than normal 
toilet brushes and also works as a plunger. It’s quick 
drying, easy rinse and durable. No more clogged up 
disgusting bristles. Code: 102961.

Open Toilet Brush Set
Practical floor standing bowl and longer handled brush 
with quality bristles. Easy care & clean white bleach 
resistant bowl for improved hygiene. Code: 102962.

Kleenmist Fragrance Aerosols
Kleenmist aerosols feature increased strength fragrances.
Code: 100068.

Bobson Fragrance Dispenser in Silver or 
White
Available in silver/chrome or white styling. With LED 
indicators, 8/15/25 minute adjustable cycle with 
DAY/12/24 hour sensor. For use with the wide range 
of KleenMist fragrance aerosols. Silver Code: 100026 | 
White Code: 100027.

Kleenmist Fragrance Kit
Create the right atmosphere and ambience in your 
washroom, changing room, office or reception - in fact 
anywhere to create a pleasing fragrance! This handy all 
in one kit consists of x1 Wildflower, Forest Berry, Citrus 
Grove aerosol fragrances, and a Bobson AD100 dispenser. 
Code: 100030.

Closed Toilet Brush Set
Practical floor standing bowl and brush with angled end 
for ease of use. This brush has a lid so the bristles are not 
visible when in holder. Code: 102960.

Double / Single Toilet Roll Holder
A choice of two sizes of stainless steel jumbo roll dis-
penser. Bright stainless steel finish. Key to open. 
Single Code: 100058 | Double Code: 100057.

LooBlade: 102961
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Recycling Dolly Bin Kit 60 litre
The Recycling Dolly System is an ideal fit for offices 
and reception areas. Available in 3 different recycling 
options; red, blue and yellow. The Recycling Dolly can be 
used as a single or linked together as multiples. 
Code: 101733.

Wall Hugger ‘Tall Boy’ Base and Lid 90 litre
Holds 90 litres of waste, but protrudes less than 30cm 
from the wall. Moulded hand grip top rim ensures a 
secure hold when lifting and dumping. Wall Hugger 
receptacles can be wall mounted. Base code: 101693 | 
Lid code: 101692.

Bullet Bin 50 litre
High quality roll top 50 litre plastic bin. Top easily lifts 
off to empty contents. 
Silver code: 101681 | Greycode: 101678.

Internal Waste Management

Open Frame Sackholder 92 litre
High quality white polyester finish frame with lids in 
blue, green, red, yellow or white for waste separation 
and identification. Bungee strap for secure sack retention 
hands-free pedal operation for hygiene. Free standing. 
Assembled code: 101706 | Flat pack code: 101707.

Pedal Bins 45 litre
45 litre hygienic hands-free foot pedal operation to 
dispose of everyday regular waste on most sites and 
applications. Smooth operating flip-up lid. Easy-clean 
polypropylene, reinforced edges for added strength and 
rigidity. Code: 101709.

Wall Hugger Recycle Bin & Lids 
(available as single items)

Swing Bins 50 litre
Smart and practical with colour coded tops for 
segregation of waste. Practical lift-off lid for easy access. 
Easy to clean polypropylene construction. Code: 101735.

Pedal Bins 87 litre
87 litre hygienic hands-free foot pedal operation to 
dispose of everyday regular waste on most sites and 
applications. Smooth operating flip-up lid. Easy-clean 
polypropylene, reinforced edges for added strength and 
rigidity. Code: 101711. 

Pedal Bins 3, 12 & 20 litre
High quality foot operated pedal bins in a range of 3 
sizes to suit most sites and applications. White epoxy 
powder coat finish or durable polished stainless steel. 
Supplied with easy to clean removable plastic liner. 
3l code: 101712 | 12l code: 101713 | 20l code: 101714.

Margin
maker

Create your own mobile recycling 
station with the sleek 90 litre wall 

hugger recycling bins, lids and trolley. 
Choose either solid top, two holed or 

slot lids to suit recycling requirements. 
The strong, steel frame trolley with 

a push handle easily transports four 
bins on swivel castors.   
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Free Standing Ashtray
Weather resistant steel casing. Strong weighted base for 
stability. Can be secured to the ground. Lockable with 
two keys supplied. Code: 101675.

Wall Mounted Ashtray
Keep entrances and smoking areas free from cigarette 
litter. Weather resistant, heavy duty construction in 
stainless steel, with convenient wall mounted sloped 
top design. Lockable with two keys and comes with wall 
fixings. Code: 101677. 

Combined Ash Stand & Litter Bin
Chrome lid and steel body. Finished in black satin. 
Code: 101671.

External Maintenance

Waste Bin 85 litre: 101688

Lobby Dustpan & Brush
Keep litter at bay, both indoors and out, with these
superb value dust pan and brush combos. The swing-up
pan neatly carries litter away. Dustpan features lip to
ensure flush fit to the floor and an integral brush holder
clip. Both are easy to hang for tidy storage. Soft bristle
brush is lightweight and easy to use. Code: 101051.

Professional Dustpan & Brush
All plastic with extruded handle with lobby brush and 
snap-on handle clip. Code: 101045.

Mechanical Gripper
Made from aluminium. Ideal for picking up litter, cans, 
bottles wastepaper, etc. Code: 101490.

Stainless Steel Lobby Dustpan & Brush 
Stainless steel with lobby brush and snap-on handle clip. 
Code: 101058.

Handy Hoop
Increase litter picking productivity with the ergonomic 
Handy hoop, the perfect partner for our litter pickers. 
The Handy hoop holds the waste sack wide open for 
easy loading. Code: 101481.

Contract Litter Picker
Grabber claws adjustable through 180°. Soft end claw 
tips for the pick up of hazardous waste, such as needles, 
sharps, glass, etc. Code: 101491.

Waste Bin 85 litre
Large and durable, the 85 litre waste bin features clasp 
handles to secure lid and ergonomic carry handles.
Code: 101688.
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